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ABSTRACT

Systems, methods, and computer products for associating a top level network identifier with a blockchain address on a blockchain enable operations that may include: obtaining, from a root network segment file, an identification of a server that stores network infrastructure records associating network identifiers under the top level network identifier with network addresses and a signature on the identification of the server; obtaining, based on a first network infrastructure record, an association of the top level network identifier with the blockchain address; obtaining information sufficient to validate a trust chain, wherein the trust chain extends from a trusted authority to the association; and sending the association and the information sufficient to validate the trust chain to an executable program on the blockchain. The trust chain may be validatable by the executable program, and the association may be storable on the blockchain by the executable program.
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FIELD

This disclosure relates generally to blockchain addresses, and, more particularly, associating blockchain addresses with top level network identifiers such as top level domain names.

BACKGROUND

A network identifier infrastructure system may assign network identifiers to network resources present at network addresses. Network identifiers may include alphanumeric strings. For example, network identifiers may include human-readable names. Examples of network identifiers include internet domain names, social media handles, telephone numbers, email addresses, and digital object architecture handles. Network identifiers may be organized in a hierarchy, with top level network identifiers at the top, and any number of network identifiers below them in the hierarchy. The network resources to which such network identifiers are assigned by the network identifier infrastructure system may be any of a variety of network resources, such as network-connected computers, social media accounts, telephone connections, email servers, or digital object architecture objects. For example, an assignment may associate, link, or couple a network identifier with a network address for a network resource. The network addresses may be in the form of numerical labels, for example, internet protocol (IP) addresses or blockchain addresses (described further below). Such numerical labels may be difficult for typical humans to remember. Thus, network infrastructure systems may, for example, assign human-friendly network identifiers to network resources present at network addresses that are inconvenient for humans to retain and utilize. Typically, one network identifier is associated with one network address in a network identifier infrastructure system, although there can be a many-to-one relationship in some instances.

A particular type of network identifier infrastructure system is a domain name system (DNS). The term domain name system (DNS) may refer to, for example, a network identifier infrastructure system, such as a hierarchical distributed network identifier infrastructure system, for resources provided by computer servers that are connected to the internet. A DNS may associate a network identifier, such as domain name, to a network address, such as a numeric internet protocol (IP) address, of an internet resource. A DNS may thus allow computers to access networked resources, including web pages, using the assigned names.

In general, network infrastructure information (e.g., associations of network resources with network identifiers, public keys of asymmetric key pairs, signatures, etc.) may be stored in network infrastructure records. Further, network identifier infrastructure systems may include one or more authoritative record keepers or authoritative record entities. For example, a network identifier infrastructure system may include a network-accessible authoritative database that stores multiple network infrastructure records. Such an authoritative database may provide network infrastructure records to other, e.g., non-authoritative, network-accessible databases in the network. Some network identifier infrastructures are hierarchical, e.g., an authoritative record keeper or authoritative record entity may provide network infrastructure records to network-accessible databases that are under the authoritative record keeper or authoritative record entity in the hierarchy. Some such network identifier infrastructure systems may be structured such that an authoritative record keeper or authoritative record entity provides network infrastructure records to segments of the network, e.g., to portions of the network identifier namespace. For example, such a network identifier infrastructure system may provide to a respective database for that segment a network segment file, which may include network infrastructure records for resources that are present in that particular network segment.

An authoritative record keeper or authoritative record entity, such as in the context of a DNS, may be referred to as, for example, a registry. A registry may include an authoritative, master database of domain names registered under a top-level domain, or other domain in which domain names can be registered. A registry may include many hardware computer servers operably coupled to the internet. For ease of discussion, a registry may be identified with its computer servers and systems. Further, such as in the context of a DNS, network infrastructure records may be referred to as resource records or records, a network segment may be referred to as a zone, and a file of resource records for a particular zone may be referred to as a zone file.

Network identifier infrastructure systems may utilize a registration facilitator(s) or a registration entity(ies) to register network identifiers to entities referred to as registrants. For example, a registration facilitator or registration entity may act as an intermediary between an authoritative record keeper or authoritative record entity and a person or end user entity that wishes to register a network identifier. The registration facilitator or registration entity may charge a fee to the registrant and convey registration information, e.g., the network identifier and a network address to which it is to be associated, to an authoritative record keeper or authoritative record entity. The authoritative record keeper or authoritative record entity may update its records accordingly. According to some networks, registrants are unable to directly interact with an authoritative record keeper or authoritative record entity, and instead interact through registration facilitator or a registration entity.

In the context of a DNS, a registration facilitator or registration entity may be referred to as a registrar. Registrars may facilitate registration of domain names to registrants in the DNS. Registrars may compete with one another to register domain names for registrants through the DNS registry. For example, an internet user may interact with a registrar to register a domain name, thereby becoming a registrant for the domain name. Registrars may include many hardware computer servers. For ease of discussion, a registrar may be identified with its hardware computer servers unless otherwise specified or clear from context. Further, for ease of discussion, a registrant may be identified with its hardware client computer unless otherwise specified or clear from context.

The term network identifier infrastructure operator may refer to an authoritative record keeper or a registration facilitator, for example. Similarly, the term DNS operator may refer to a registrar or registrar, for example.

An electronic ledger that records transactions may be referred to as a blockchain. Such transactions may
include, for example, but are not limited to, cryptocurrency transactions. In general, a blockchain may be implemented as a decentralized distributed readable and writeable computer interpreter data structure, stored in various computers (e.g., nodes) in a blockchain network (e.g., a cryptocurrency network). A blockchain may be constructed from individual logical blocks. Each block may include any, or a combination of: a timestamp representing a time of the block’s creation, a cryptographic hash of an identification of the previous block, and a payload, which includes data that may represent transactions or other information. The data in the blockchain payload may represent, for example, for each of one or more transactions, a transaction identifier, a transaction amount, and the address associated with the receiving party (e.g., associated with the receiving party’s public key).

**SUMMARY**

[0010] Blockchain users may have an associated blockchain address and/or cryptographic key pair, e.g., an asymmetric cryptographic key pair. Such a key pair may be referred to as the user’s blockchain key pair that includes or consists of a public key (e.g., usable by the user to receive cryptocurrency) and a private key (e.g., usable by the user to send cryptocurrency). Each blockchain user may have a blockchain address that may serve as the user’s identifier for purposes of the blockchain. For example, the blockchain address may be derived from the public key of the user’s blockchain key pair, e.g., by applying a hash function. A first blockchain user may receive cryptocurrency from a second blockchain user, for example, who utilizes a blockchain address of the first blockchain user.

[0011] Various embodiments include systems, methods, and computer products and media for associating a top level domain name with a blockchain address on a blockchain. In various implementations, the systems, methods, and computer products may perform, execute or enable operations, functions, and/or behaviors that include: obtaining, from a Domain Name System (DNS) root zone file, a DNS resource record comprising an identification of a domain name identifying a zone file, and a DNS resource record comprising a signature on the identification of the domain name for the zone file; obtaining, based on a first DNS resource record stored in the zone file, an association of the top level domain name with the blockchain address; obtaining information sufficient to validate a trust chain, wherein the trust chain extends from a DNS root zone to the first DNS resource record, wherein information sufficient to validate the trust chain comprises a signature for the association; and sending the association and the information sufficient to validate the trust chain to an executable program on the blockchain, wherein the trust chain is verifiable by the executable program on the blockchain, and wherein the association is storable on the blockchain by the executable program on the blockchain.

[0012] Various additional embodiments include systems, methods, and computer products and media for associating a top level network identifier with a blockchain address on a blockchain. In various implementations, the systems, methods, and computer products may perform, execute or enable operations, functions, and/or behaviors that include: obtaining, from a root network segment file, an identification of a server that stores network infrastructure records associating network identifiers under the top level network identifier with network addresses and a signature on the identification of the server; obtaining, based on a first network infrastructure record stored by the server, an association of the top level network identifier with the blockchain address; obtaining information sufficient to validate a trust chain, wherein the trust chain extends from a trusted authority to the association, wherein information sufficient to validate the trust chain comprises at least a signature for the association; and sending the association and the information sufficient to validate the trust chain to an executable program on the blockchain, wherein the trust chain is verifiable by the executable program on the blockchain, and wherein the association is storable on the blockchain by the executable program on the blockchain.

[0013] In some embodiments, the first network infrastructure record comprises the association, and obtaining the association of the top level network identifier with the blockchain address includes: parsing the first network infrastructure record stored by the server to obtain the association.

[0014] In some embodiments, the operations further include: obtaining, from the root network segment file, an identification of a second server that stores network infrastructure records associating network identifiers under the top level network identifier with network addresses; and obtaining, based on a second network infrastructure record stored by the second server, a second association of the top level network identifier with a second blockchain address; and conflict between the blockchain address and the second blockchain address is resolved.

[0015] In some other embodiments, the first network infrastructure record comprises an identification of a second server that stores network infrastructure records associating network identifiers under the top level network identifier with network addresses, and the obtaining, based on the first network infrastructure record stored by the server, the association of the top level network identifier with the blockchain address includes: parsing a second network infrastructure record stored by the second server to obtain at least the association of the top level network identifier with the blockchain address. In some such embodiments, the second network infrastructure record comprises information for distributing, from a primary computer to a secondary computer, network infrastructure records associating network identifiers under the top level network identifier with network addresses, wherein the information comprises data stored in a field reserved for an email address. In other such embodiments, the second network infrastructure record comprises information for distributing, from a primary computer to a secondary computer, network infrastructure records associating network identifiers under the top level network identifier with network addresses, wherein the information comprises data stored in a field reserved for an identification of the primary computer.

[0016] In further embodiments, the trust chain comprises a plurality of nodes between the trusted authority and the association of the top level network identifier with the blockchain address, wherein each node of the plurality of nodes either comprises a signature from a private key of an asymmetric cryptographic key pair associated with a preceding node, or provides a signature from a private key of an asymmetric cryptographic key pair to a succeeding node. In some such embodiments, at least one of the plurality of
nodes comprises a key signing key node, a zone signing key node, or a delegation signer node.

[0017] In yet further embodiments, sending the association and the information sufficient to validate the trust chain to the executable program on the blockchain includes: sending, by an authoritative network infrastructure record keeper, at least the association of the top level identifier with the blockchain address and the trust chain to the executable program on the blockchain.

[0018] In various system implementations, the system may include: a memory containing instructions; and a processor, operably connected to the memory, that executes the instructions to perform, execute, or enable the operations, functions, and/or behaviors described herein.

[0019] It is intended that combinations of the above-described elements and those within the specification may be made, except where otherwise contradictory.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] Various features of the embodiments can be more fully appreciated, as the same become better understood with reference to the following detailed description of the embodiments when considered in connection with the accompanying figures, in which:

[0021] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram depicting an example DNS interaction with a client;

[0022] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a DNS trust chain;

[0023] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a setup technique for preparing to prove control of a top level network identifier according to various embodiments;

[0024] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram for a name server based method of proving control of a top level domain name according to various embodiments;

[0025] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram for an RNAME start of authority resource record based method of proving control of a top level domain name according to various embodiments;

[0026] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram for an MNAME start of authority resource record based method of proving control of a top level domain name according to various embodiments;

[0027] FIG. 7 is a flow diagram for a method 700 of associating a top level network identifier with a blockchain address on a blockchain according to various embodiments; and

[0028] FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a system according to various embodiments.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0029] Reference will now be made in detail to example implementations, illustrated in the accompanying drawings. Wherever possible, the same reference numbers will be used throughout the drawings to refer to the same or like parts. In the following description, reference is made to the accompanying drawings that form a part thereof, and in which is shown by way of illustration specific exemplary embodiments in which the invention may be practiced. These embodiments are described in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to practice the invention and it is to be understood that other embodiments may be utilized and that changes may be made without departing from the scope of the invention. The following description is, therefore, merely exemplary.

1. Introduction

[0030] Various embodiments provide techniques for proving control of a top level network identifier, or the like, in a network identifier infrastructure system. Embodiments may be used by an authoritative record keeper or a registration facilitator to prove such control, for example. In the context of a DNS in particular, some embodiments provide systems, methods, and techniques for proving control of a top level domain name, such as dot COM, dot NET, dot EDU, etc. For example, a DNS registry or registrar may use an embodiment to prove control of a top level domain name. Similarly, embodiments within the scope of this disclosure include systems, methods, and techniques for proving control of a second-level domains and the like that serve as public suffixes. Such second-level domains and the like may be managed by an operator at the second (or lower) level (e.g., an authoritative record keeper or a registration facilitator at the second level), instead of or in addition to the TLD operator. Examples include second-level domains such as ‘.co.uk’, ‘.co.in’, ‘.co.jp’, ‘.ac.uk’, ‘.ac.jp’, country code second-level domains, and the like.

[0031] The proof of control produced by embodiments may be forwarded to and used by a blockchain. For example, some embodiments may use a proof of control of a top level identifier to associate, link, or couple the top level identifier with a blockchain address in a blockchain. According to such embodiments, the blockchain address may be for an executable program on the blockchain, e.g., a smart contract. Thus, some embodiments may be used to associate a top level identifier with an executable program on a blockchain.

[0032] In some blockchain, entities that prove control of an identifier at a particular level, such as a top level, in the network identifier infrastructure hierarchy are authorized to establish associations of identifiers lower in the hierarchy with blockchain addresses. According to some embodiments, once a top level identifier is associated with an executable program on such a blockchain, a registrant of a network identifier that is under the top level identifier in the hierarchy can use the program to establish an association of its network identifier with its blockchain address. Once the association of the lower level network identifier with the blockchain address is established in the blockchain, the registrant of the lower level network identifier, or any other entity, can then use the lower level network identifier to find and/or access the associated blockchain address in conducting blockchain transactions. This enables a human friendly way to interact with other blockchain users by using a domain name to indicate or refer to a blockchain address instead of a numeric or alphanumeric (e.g., hexadecimal) blockchain address. For example, from the user’s perspective in interacting with a blockchain through software, a domain name may be used instead of the blockchain address to which it is associated or linked. For example, a first user may send cryptocurrency to a second blockchain user by specifying a cryptocurrency amount and the second user’s domain name to a blockchain interface, e.g., a wallet (described further below). Thus, the association permits blockchain users to utilize their unique identifier or web presence, e.g., example.com, instead of their blockchain address or blockchain presence.

[0033] An association of a network identifier, such as a domain name, with a blockchain address may be implemented at least in part by storing a representation of the association, e.g., in a location accessible by the blockchain,
such as in the blockchain itself. The association may be stored in a table, for example, where one column in the table stores a representation of the network identifier (e.g., the network identifier itself) and another column stores the corresponding associated blockchain address. Additional columns may store additional information according to various embodiments. The arrangement of the columns may appear in any order. Alternately, or in addition, the association may be stored in the form of a tuple, e.g., <network identifier, blockchain address>. Such a form of association storage is not limited to doubles or 2-tuples (e.g., attribute-value pairs); additional elements may be included to larger n-tuples where n>2, according to various embodiments, e.g., <network identifier, blockchain address, first other data, second other data, . . . >. The elements of such n-tuples may appear in any order. From the perspective of a blockchain user, the stored association may not be visible, but such a user may use its network identifier instead of its blockchain address, e.g., in interacting with blockchain software.

[0034] By way of non-limiting example, in the context of a DNS, a DNS registry for dot TLD (where “TLD” is a top level domain name such as COM, NET, EDU, etc.) may use an embodiment to prove control of dot TLD and associate or link dot TLD with a blockchain address, by way of non-limiting example, for an executable program on the blockchain. Subsequently, a registrant of example TLD can interact with the executable program to associate, link, or couple example TLD with its blockchain address and use example TLD as a network identifier for the blockchain, e.g., for conducting transactions.

[0035] For purposes of illustration rather than limitation, some embodiments are presented herein in the context of a DNS. For example, the embodiments of FIG. 4 utilize a name server to prove control of a top level domain name, the embodiments of FIG. 5 utilize an RNAME field in a Start Of Authority (SOA) resource record to prove control of a top level domain name, and the embodiments of FIG. 6 utilize an RNAME field in a SOA resource record to prove control of a top level domain name. In such embodiments, the SOA resource record may be created and/or configured to support the embodiments described herein. However, embodiments are not limited to DNS environments. Rather, disclosed embodiments, including those presented in reference to FIGS. 4-7, may be implemented in any network infrastructure system.

[0036] These and other feature and advantages are presented in detail herein.

II. Resource Records and Trust Chains

[0037] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram depicting, by way of background, an example DNS interaction. The interaction depicted by FIG. 1 does not necessarily involve an embodiment of the invention. Instead, FIG. 1 depicts an overview of one example of how a DNS enables the internet to operate using domain names instead of numerical internet protocol (IP) addresses. Although networked computers generally rely on network addresses such as IP addresses, human are ill-equipped to memorize such locators. Accordingly, a DNS enables humans to use easy-to-remember domain names, if they so desire, as network identifiers to access resources and data.

[0038] A user may operate client computer 102. The user may enter a domain name, e.g., www.example.com, in the navigation field of a web browser executing on client computer 102. Client computer 102 may operate and/or contact a recursive DNS server to look up the IP address corresponding to www.example.com. In particular, client computer 102 may send a resource record query to the recursive DNS server. For purposes of this example, the recursive DNS server lacks a resource record for www. example.com. According to the DNS protocol, the recursive DNS server may in this example query the root zone 114 for this resource record. By way of a DNS name server (NS) resource record, the root server points to a DNS server for the .com zone 112, which provides an NS resource record that points to DNS server 106 for the zone for example.com, again, relying on an NS resource record. DNS server 106 responds with an appropriate DNS resource record (e.g., A or AAAA) that includes the requested IP address. Client computer 106 receives the resource record and parses it to extract the IP address. Client computer then contacts the IP address, which leads to resource 108, which may be a server computer. Resource 108 responds to the client computer with the requested data, e.g., content.

[0039] Standing alone, a DNS protocol or process may not include any authentication mechanism for checking the validity of data sent between and from DNS servers. For example, a DNS that does not include authentication may be exposed to certain attacks, such as spoofing and man-in-the-middle attacks. Accordingly, DNS benefits from security provided by the DNS Security (DNSSEC) standard, which utilizes trust chains.

[0040] In general, a trust chain may include, for example, a directed series of nodes, each of which authenticates the following node in the chain. The first node in a trust chain may be authenticated by an external trust anchor. The nodes may be implemented as computer-interpretable, electronically stored records that include authentication information, such as a digital signature, public key, digital certificate, or hash. Such records may be implemented as resource records, such as, for example, but not limited to, public key resource records (e.g., DNSKEY resource records), delegation signer resource records (e.g., DS resource records), and/or signature resource records (e.g., RRSIG resource records). A relying party who trusts only the trust anchor can authenticate every node in the chain, including an object at the end of the trust chain.

[0041] Trust chains may not only provide scalable ways for an application to authenticate information throughout a trust hierarchy, but may also be transferrable. For example, an application or relying party can forward a trust chain to another relying party, who can then authenticate the same information itself without further interaction with other services.

[0042] In the context of a DNS, for example, a DNSSEC trust chain may start with a DNSSEC root public key and extend through the DNS hierarchy via a series of digital signatures on DNS resource records or specific hashes of public keys. The links between nodes within a DNSSEC trust chain may take the form of either a public key in one node with a signature by the corresponding private key on the next, or a hash of a public key in one node with the corresponding public key in the next. For example, resource records in a DNSSEC trust chain can include either public keys for verifying digital signatures on subsequent resource records (e.g., Delegation Signer (DS) resource records, and Zone Signing Keys (ZSK)), or hashes of public keys of subsequent resource records (e.g., Key Signing Keys.
(KSK)). For DS and ZSK records, for example, a node may be authenticated by verifying its digital signature with a prior node’s public key. For KSK records, for example, the node may be authenticated by comparing the hash of its content with a prior node’s value.

**[0043]** FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a DNSSEC trust chain, according to an embodiment. The exemplary DNSSEC trust chain in this diagram has a total of 13 nodes 201, 204, 206, 208, 210, 214, 216, 218, 222, 224, 226, 228, and 230, including a root anchor DS node 201 and nodes in three groups 202, 212, and 220, which correspond to zones 114 (root zone), 112 (dot com zone), 110 (example.com zone), respectively, of FIG. 1. The nodes 204, 206, 208, and 210 are for the root zone group 202. In this example, resource records 206 and 208 are alternative second nodes.

**[0044]** The top of the trust chain is root anchor delegation signer (DS) DNS resource record 201. The root anchor DS DNSSEC resource record 201 may include a hash of the root zone’s key signing key (KSK) of node 204. Although FIG. 2 depicts a trust chain with thirteen nodes in total, 201, 204, 206, 208, 210, 214, 216, 218, 222, 224, 226, 228, and 230, trust chains are not so limited. In general, a trust chain may include any number of nodes. Further, in general, trust chains may include any type of nodes, and are not limited to DNSKEY and DS nodes as shown in the example of FIG. 2.

**[0045]** After root public key 201, the first DNSKEY resource record 204 in the first group may be for the root zone’s key-signing key (KSK). This KSK may also form part of the external trust anchor. The DNSKEY resource records 206, 208 may be for the root zone’s zone-signing keys (ZSKs), which are signed by the private key corresponding to the KSK. In the example shown, only DNSKEY resource record 206 is part of the trust chain for example.com. A different trust chain (not shown) may be continued from DNSKEY resource record 208. The third node 210 in this group may include the delegation signer (DS) resource record for the dot COM zone’s KSK. The third node, DS resource record 210, may be signed by the private key corresponding to the root zone’s ZSK 206, and may contain the hash of the dot COM zone’s KSK (see 214, below).

**[0046]** As shown in FIG. 2, the nodes in the dot COM zone group 212 may be arranged in a manner that is similar to nodes 204, 206, and 210 of the root zone group 202. Thus, KSK resource record 214 may authenticate ZSK resource record 216 via a digital signature. ZSK resource record 216 may authenticate DS resource record 218 for example.com via a digital signature, and DS resource record 218 may authenticate the KSK in the next group 220 by including, for example, a hash value of the KSK of the next resource record 222.

**[0047]** The last group of nodes, for the example.com zone group 220, may start with the KSK-to-ZSK arrangement (222, 224, and 226) and may further include a ZSK-to-object arrangement (224, 228, 230), where the ZSK resource record 224 authenticates the last node (228, 230) using a digital signature. As shown in the non-limiting example of FIG. 2, the last nodes (228, 230) may include AAAA resource record 228 and A resource record 230 for example.com. Resource records 228 and 230 may be authenticated via a digital signature by the private key corresponding to the example.com zone’s ZSK (of resource record 224).

**[0048]** FIG. 2 reflects only a portion of the DNS resource records that would be present in practice. For example, not shown in FIG. 2 are the name server (NS) resource records that point to the name server for a zone. In practice, other resource records, including the NS records, may also be signed by the ZSK for the zone. According to some embodiments, the name server resource records may not be part of the trust chain from the trust anchor to the object, but instead may be part of a trust chain to the name server where DNS resource records corresponding to other nodes, including the object, are obtained. Further, FIG. 2 does not show the full array of domains within each zone.

### III. Setup Phase

**[0049]** FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a setup technique 300 for preparing to prove control of a top level network identifier according to various embodiments. Setup method 300 may be performed to establish and configure the hardware, software, and protocol components used to perform the methods shown and described below in reference to FIGS. 4-7. By way of a non-limiting example, the left hand side of the diagram depicts the DNS environment, which may more generally be a network identifier infrastructure environment, and the right hand side depicts the blockchain environment, which may more generally be any environment that utilizes network addresses. By way of non-limiting example, setup method 300 is described in reference to registry 302. However, embodiments are not so limited, and setup method 300 may be performed by any of a variety of entities, such as registrars or registrants.

**[0050]** Setup methods 300 may begin with registry 302 obtaining 312 a blockchain key pair. This blockchain key pair is the registry’s 302 blockchain key pair, which registry 302 may use to perform blockchain transactions. According to some embodiments, registry 302 may obtain an address instead of, or in addition to, a blockchain public key according to some embodiments. Registry 302 may obtain its blockchain key pair (and/or private key and address) by generating them itself, or by acquiring them from a different entity, such as a certificate authority.

**[0051]** According to some embodiments, registry 302 may obtain its blockchain key pair (and/or private key and address) 312 through the use of, or by acquiring, an electronic wallet. Such a wallet may be a computer executable software program or application that facilitates interactions with a blockchain network. The wallet may execute on a user device such as a personal computer or a smart phone. The wallet may be used in cryptocurrency blockchain networks to facilitate the sending and receiving of cryptocurrency with other users in the network. A wallet may have built in user-callable functionality to generate blockchain key pairs (and/or private keys and addresses) and send and receive cryptocurrency. A wallet, as contemplated herein, may have additional functionality as described further herein.

**[0052]** Registry 302 may also obtain 314 a root public key from key provider 324, e.g., IANA. For example, the root public key may be a public key of an asymmetric key pair that also includes a private root key. The root zone public key may form at least part of an external trust anchor, e.g.,
for a DNSSEC implementation. The root public key may be used to verify a signature on a key signing key for a top level domain, for example.

[0053] Further, according to setup method 300, registry 302 may provide 318 a computer executable verification program 306 for inclusion in the blockchain. Verification program 306 may be in the form of a blockchain smart contract according to some embodiments. Registry 302 may include a copy of the root public key in or accessible by verification program 306. In operation, verification program 306 may perform a verification algorithm, such as, for example, defined by its computer executable code. According to an embodiment, the verification algorithm may accept as input all or part of a trust chain, determine whether the input is valid, e.g., using the root public key, and output a response indicating whether the input is valid or invalid. To validate the trust chain, verification program 306 may check each node in the trust chain for validity. Verification program 306 may check multiple types of nodes, e.g., nodes (such as ZSK or DS) that are signed by a private key corresponding to a public key of a previous node, and nodes (such as KSK) that have a hash of their public key included in the previous node. In the case of a ZSK or a DS node, the node may be authenticated by verifying its digital signature using the public key of a previous node (e.g., a node one level higher in the trust chain). In the case of a KSK node, the node may be authenticated by comparing a hash of its public key with the contents of a previous node (e.g., a node one level higher in the trust chain). Example algorithms for both types of checks or verifications, referred to as signature verification and delegation verification, respectively, are presented below.

Example Signature Verification Algorithm

1. Input: data, signature on the data, and public key;
2. Apply public key to signature;
3. Check whether signature is valid (e.g., determine whether hash of data matches the public key as applied to the signature);

Example Delegation Verification Algorithm

1. Input: public key from node and data from previous node;
2. Hash public key;
3. Check whether hash of public key is valid (e.g., check whether hash of public key is present in data from prior node);

Program 306 may check the validity of a trust chain by checking the validity of each link in the trust chain, e.g., by applying a signature verification algorithm or delegation verification algorithm to each link, depending on the link type. If all links are determined to be valid, then verification program 306 may output a result of valid, otherwise, it may output a result of invalid.

[0056] The presence of verification program 306 on the blockchain may serve as an entry point to associate or link a top level domain name with a blockchain address in the blockchain environment. Once verification program 306 is added to the blockchain per the request of registry 302, registry 302 receives back an address of the blockchain indicating where verification program 306 is stored in the blockchain. This address may serve as a blockchain address for verification program 306.

[0057] Further according to setup method 300, some embodiments may ensure that an executable program, e.g., blockchain directory 310, for associating domain names that are under the top level domain with blockchain addresses, is present on the blockchain. Blockchain directory 310 may keep track of which blockchain addresses are associated with which domain names in the blockchain. According to some embodiments, blockchain directory 310 is embodied by a program stored in the blockchain. According to such embodiments, blockchain directory 310 may be implemented as a smart contract. For example, blockchain directory 310 may be implemented as an executable computer program or a transaction protocol that is intended to automatically execute under conditions specified in the program or protocol. In operation, blockchain directory 310 may accept as input a command to associate a specified domain name (e.g., a domain name under the top level domain name) with a specified blockchain address, and may store a record of such association upon processing such a command. For example, blockchain directory 310 may include or utilize a table of such stored associations between domain names and blockchain addresses.

[0058] Some blockchain networks permit users to use names having particular specified formats as their blockchain addresses. For such blockchains, the existing name services program on the blockchain can be adapted to store an association of a blockchain address with a domain name. For example, for some embodiments, an existing name services smart contract may be used as, or adapted for use as, blockchain directory 310.

[0059] Whether newly added to the blockchain or adapted from an existing name service, blockchain directory 310 may be implemented as a smart contract on the blockchain. Consequently, blockchain directory 310 may have an associated blockchain address.

[0060] As a further part of set up method 300, registry 302 may store the blockchain address for blockchain directory 310 in the DNS. For example, registry 302 may form a text (TXT) resource record that includes the blockchain address in the text field. Registry 302 may include the TXT resource record for storage in a zone file for a particular zone, depending on the particular embodiment. For example, according to some embodiments, e.g., embodiments as shown and described below in reference to FIG. 4, the resource record is included in a zone file referenced by the root zone. According to some embodiments, e.g., embodiments as shown and described below in reference to FIGS. 5 and 6, the resource record is included in the zone file for
a name server that is specified in a Start Of Authority (SOA) resource record. These and other set up procedures are further described below in reference to FIGS. 4, 5, and 6, as they relate to various embodiments.

[0061] According to some embodiments, the functionality of the verification program 306 and the functionality of the blockchain directory 310 may be merged, such as by merging the verification program 306 and the blockchain directory 310. For example, a single smart contract present on the blockchain at a single blockchain address may perform the functions of both verification program 306 and blockchain directory 310 as described herein.

IV. Execution Phase

[0062] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram for a name server based method 400 of proving control of a top level domain name according to various embodiments. By way of non-limiting example, method 400 is described in reference to a top level domain, for purposes of illustration rather than limitation, dot COM. Method 400 is further described in reference to a blockchain address, e.g., a blockchain address of an executable program on the blockchain, such as blockchain directory 310. Method 400 may be used to prove control of the dot COM top level domain name and associate it with the blockchain address. Subsequently, a registrar of a domain name under the top level domain that also has a blockchain address may interact with blockchain directory 310 or use other techniques to associate its domain name with its blockchain address.

[0063] Method 400 may be performed after set up method 300 of FIG. 3 has been performed. As part of method 300 as indicated above, an entity, e.g., registry 302, may form a resource record that includes the blockchain address of blockchain directory 310 and include it for storage in the zone file of one or more name servers identified in root zone file 404. Details of this set up process for the embodiments of FIG. 4 are presented here. As illustrated in FIG. 4, root zone file 404 may specify multiple name servers, the zone file for one of which is depicted as zone file 406. After set up method 300, at least zone file 406 for the name server identified as a.gldl-servers,net, includes text resource records that specify blockchain addresses of blockchain directories for both the dot COM and the dot NET top level domains. Specifically, per set up method 300, registry 302 may form and store in a zone file for one or more name servers (e.g., a.gldl-servers,net, as shown) as specified in the root zone file by, for example, an _nam-com text resource record, or a different record that includes the same information, that includes the blockchain address for blockchain directory 310 for the dot COM top level domain. Embeddings are not limited to the example naming syntax of _nam used herein. According to an embodiment, zone file 406 may also include an nam-net text resource record (or a record of the same information) that includes the blockchain address for a blockchain directory for the dot NET top level domain. According to some embodiments, the functions of multiple blockchain directories (e.g., for a plurality of top level domain names) may be merged into a single blockchain directory.

[0064] Method 400 may be performed by oracle 402, which may be any of a variety of entities according to various embodiments. For example, an oracle may be an entity that interacts with, and provides external data to, a blockchain. According to some embodiments, oracle 402 may include a registry, registrar, or registrant. Oracle 402 includes at least one computer configured to perform the operations described presently.

[0065] Method 400 may begin with oracle 402 obtaining 452 an identification of at least one name server for the dot COM top level domain, as well as additional data for validating a trust chain that extends from a trusted authority to the identification of the name server(s). In various embodiments described herein, the anchor for the trust authority is the DNS root zone, which may serve as the trust anchor for both DNSSEC purposes and for blockchain linkage purposes. It should be recognized, however, that in other embodiments, the blockchain-linkage trust chain may be anchored elsewhere, such as at a trust anchor that is specifically designated for this purpose and that does not also serve as a trust anchor for conventional DNSSEC purposes. In some such embodiments, the trust anchor that is specifically designated for blockchain linkage may be governed by the DNS in a manner similar to the DNS root zone governance for DNSSEC purposes.

[0066] As shown in the embodiment of FIG. 4, oracle 402 may obtain 452 at least one name server resource record from root zone file 404 for the dot COM top level domain. As shown in FIG. 4, root zone file 404 may include multiple name server resource records, with some or all of the name server resource records each including the characters “NS” in the type field. Each such resource record lists a domain name for a name server for the top level domain, dot COM in this example.

[0067] In addition to obtaining 452 the identities of one or more name servers, oracle 402 may further obtain or receives data sufficient for validating a trust chain that extends from a trusted authority to the identity of the name server. Such data may include, for example, a DNSKEY resource record that includes a public key from a key signing key pair, the private key of which is used to sign the zone signing key for the zone. Such data may also include, for example, a DNSKEY resource record that includes a public key from such a zone signing key pair, the private key of which is used to sign the data in zone file 406, including the identities of the name servers such as a.gldl-servers,net. Such data may further include, for example, an RRSIG resource record that includes the zone signing key signature on the contents of root zone file 406. Such data may further include, for example, an RRSIG resource record that includes a key signing key signature on the zone signing key pair public key. From these data, for example, a trust chain from the root public key up to the identity of the name server a.gldl-servers,net may be validated.

[0068] Once oracle 402 obtains 452 the identities of one or more name servers, and associated trust chain information, oracle 402 proceeds to obtain 454 data from the corresponding zone file(s). As illustrated in reference to the example zone file 406 for a.gldl-servers,net, oracle 402 may obtain the text resource record, e.g., labeled _nam-com, for the dot COM top level domain, which includes the blockchain address for blockchain directory 310 for the dot COM top level domain. In addition, oracle 402 may validate or obtain information sufficient to validate a trust chain that extends from the root public key up to the _nam-com resource record that includes the blockchain address for verification program 306. Such data may include all or part of, for each of the root zone, the dot net zone, the gldl-servers.net zone, and the a.gldl-servers.net zone: one or more DNSKEY resource
records that include zone signing keys and key signing keys in the particular zone, a delegation signer resource record for the particular zone, one or more RRSIG resource records that include a signature on the delegation signer resource record of the particular zone, and one or more RRSIG resource records that include signatures on the zone signing key resource record of the particular zone, and one or more RRSIG resource records for that include a signature on the _nam-com resource record. These data may be used to validate the trust chain from the root zone public key up to the blockchain address for verification program 306 as specified in the _nam-com resource record.

Next, per method 400, oracle 402, or an entity that obtains the proof from the oracle 402 may submit 456 the data obtained 452 from the root zone file and obtained 454 from one or more name server zone files to verification program 306 in blockchain 408. Oracle 402 may do so using any suitable protocol for communicating with blockchain 408.

Verification program 306 may proceed to check 458 whether the provided data is valid. This process may include one or multiple determinations. For example, verification program 306 may determine whether an _nam-com resource record is provided, and if so, whether it is properly formatted and includes a blockchain address. Verification program 306 may determine whether the _nam-com resource record was included in the zone file for a name server that was listed in the root zone file. Verification program 306 may determine whether the trust chain from the root public key up to the identity of the name server a.gtdl-servers.net is valid. Verification program 306 may determine whether the trust chain from the root zone public key up to the blockchain address for verification program 306 as specified in an _nam-com resource record is valid. If all of the determinations indicate validity, then verification program 306 may confirm that the blockchain address for dot COM is valid for the particular name server a.gtdl-servers.com.

If oracle 402 obtains and submits data from multiple name servers, then check 458 may also include performing a conflict resolution strategy to resolve any conflicting information. Conflicting information may include, for example, different blockchain addresses for verification program 306 in different name server zone files. (The absence of blockchain information in one or more name servers may not be considered a conflict. According to some embodiments, not all name servers listed in zone file 404 have an _nam-com resource record; some may lack blockchain information.) If the conflict resolution is successful, and all other determinations indicate validity, then check 458 may indicate overall validity and method 400 proceeds; otherwise, method 400 may terminate with an error message. Strategies for resolving conflicts may include any one or more of the following:

1. Require the same information (e.g., verification program blockchain address) from every name server listed in root zone file (for a given TLD) 404 for a conclusion of validity. For example, if root zone file 404 lists multiple name servers, then valid, matching data from each name server is required for overall validity.
2. Require the same information (e.g., verification program blockchain address) from N of M name servers, where M name servers are listed in root zone file 404 and N=M, for a conclusion of validity. For example, root zone file 404 lists thirteen name servers, a rule could state it needs valid matching data from seven of the thirteen for overall validity. The preceding example assumes that the thirteen text files list name servers for the same blockchain; however, other embodiments may include text records for any number of blockchains.

3. Allow conflicts (e.g., of verification program blockchain addresses). For example, if a conflict is detected, data from one name server is selected as being definitive and data from the others is ignored. Practically, this risks oscillating between different valid information from different name servers, but the zone operator may ensure this does not happen (e.g., out-of-hand).
4. Conflicts (e.g., of verification program blockchain addresses) invalidate each other. For example, if a first and second name server listed in root zone file 404 include conflicting information within some time range, then neither information is considered valid. In such a case, method 400 may halt with an error message.

If all determinations, including any conflict resolutions, of check 458 are passed, then method 400 may proceed to associate the top level domain (dot COM in this example) with the blockchain address listed in the _nam-com text resource record of zone file 406 (or as listed in text resource records of zone files for other name servers per any utilized conflict resolution strategy). The association may be established by recording it in blockchain directory 310, for example. According to some embodiments, such as the continuing example, the top level domain name (dot COM, in the example) is associated with the blockchain address of blockchain directory 310. According to some embodiments, the top level domain name is associated with the blockchain address of verification program 306. According to some embodiments, in which they are merged into a single executable program on the blockchain, the top level domain name is associated with both blockchain directory 310 and verification program 306.

According to some embodiments, once the association is recorded in blockchain directory 310, registry 302 may also submit to the blockchain network for inclusion in the blockchain a transaction that includes the top-level domain name and the blockchain address of verification program 306, signed by the private key of the blockchain key pair of registry 302. The transaction may be submitted to the blockchain network for inclusion in a block to indicate that registry 302 has conveyed control of the top-level domain name to blockchain directory 310 at the provided blockchain address, at least for purposes of associating domain names under the top-level domain name with blockchain addresses in the blockchain network.

After method 400 has completed, a first entity may interact with blockchain directory 310 to associate its blockchain address with a domain name that it has registered. Once associated, the first entity may use its domain name as its blockchain address for conducting a blockchain transaction, such as a cryptocurrency transaction. Further, a second entity may utilize the domain name of the first entity as the blockchain address of the first entity, e.g., to conduct a cryptocurrency transaction with the first entity.

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram for an RNAME Start Of Authority (SOA) resource record based method 500 of proving control of a top level domain name according to various embodiments. By way of non-limiting example, method 500 is described in reference to a top level domain,
for purposes of illustration rather than limitation, dot COM. Method 500 is further described in reference to a blockchain address, e.g., a blockchain address of an executable program on the blockchain, such as blockchain directory 310. Method 500 may be used to prove control of the dot COM top level domain name and associate it with the blockchain address. Subsequently, a registrant of a domain name under the top level domain that also has a blockchain address may interact with blockchain directory 310 or use other techniques to associate its domain name with its blockchain address.

[0080] Method 500 may be performed after set up method 300 of FIG. 3 has been performed. As part of method 300 as indicated above, an entity, e.g., registry 302, forms a resource record that includes the blockchain address of blockchain directory 310 and includes it for storage in the zone file of a name server identified in a SOA resource record. Details of this process, as well as other set up procedures for the embodiments of FIG. 5, are presented here.

[0081] As illustrated in FIG. 5, root zone file 504 is configured to include a resource record that specifies at least one name server, a.gtdl-servers.net, for the top level domain name dot COM. The zone file for the dot COM name server, a.gtdl-servers.net, is depicted as zone file 506. Per set up method 300, at least zone file 506 is configured to include a specially formed SOA resource record that specifies a zone file, namely zone file 510. Zone file 510 is configured to include an _nam text resource record that holds the blockchain address for the blockchain directory 310. Thus, per set up method 300, registry 302 stores a specially formed SOA resource record in a zone file (e.g., zone file 506) for one or more name servers (e.g., a.gtdl-servers.net, as shown) that are specified in root zone file 504, as described presently.

[0082] In general, SOA resource records may include information for distributing resource records from a primary (e.g., master) computer to secondary (e.g., replica) computers. According to an embodiment, the specially formed SOA resource record of the embodiment of FIG. 5 may repurpose the RNAME field in the SOA resource record, which is conventionally reserved for a zone administrator email address, and use it to hold an identification of a zone file that includes an _nam resource record that stores the blockchain address of blockchain directory 310. Thus, set up method 300 for preparing for method 500 may include storing such a specially formed/configured SOA resource record as described in zone file 506, and may also include storing an _nam resource record that specifies the blockchain address for blockchain directory 310 in the zone file for the name server specified in the SOA resource record, namely, zone file 510. In some embodiments, the value in the RNAME field may continue to also/alternatively be used to hold an email address, which provides compatibility with existing implementations that may contact the zone administrator based on the value in the field (e.g., if the value in the field is an email address, then a system may conventionally use the email address to contact the zone administrator).

[0083] Method 500 may be performed by oracle 502, which may be any of a variety of entities according to various embodiments. According to some embodiments, oracle 502 includes a registry, registrar, or registrant. Oracle 502 includes at least one computer configured to perform the operations of method 500.

[0084] Method 500 may begin with oracle 502 obtaining 552 an identification of at least one name server for the dot COM top level domain, as well as additional data for validating a trust chain that extends from a trusted authority to the identification of the name server(s). Thus, oracle 502 may obtain 552 at least one name server resource record from root zone file 504 for the dot COM top level domain. As shown in FIG. 5, root zone file 504 may include at least one name server resource record, denoted by the characters “NS” in the type field. Each such resource record lists a domain name for a name server for the top level domain, dot COM in this example, namely, a.gtdl-servers.net.

[0085] In addition to obtaining 552 identities of one or more name servers, oracle 502 may further obtain data sufficient for validating a trust chain that extends from a trusted authority to the identity of the name server. The actions of the obtaining 552 such data may be performed as shown and described above in reference to the obtaining 452 of method 400. From these data, a trust chain may be validated from the root public key up to the identity of the name server a.gtdl-servers.net.

[0086] Next, oracle 502 may obtain 554 from the identified name server, and parse, the SOA resource record. To do so, for example, oracle 502 may contact the name server identified from the name server resource record in root zone file 504, which is the name server a.gtdl-servers.net in this example. Oracle 502 may retrieve the SOA resource record from the dot COM zone file 506 and proceed to parse it to identify a second zone file that includes a resource record specifying the blockchain address of blockchain directory 310. For example, oracle 502 may extract the data present in the RNAME field and remove information that would have been converted to the user component of an email address to obtain a second level domain name identifying the zone file at which the blockchain address may be obtained. In the example illustrated in FIG. 5, oracle 502 obtains “nstld. verisign-grs.com” from the RNAME field and strips away the “nstld” to obtain the domain name “verisign-grs.com”.

[0087] Oracle 502 may also obtain 554 data sufficient for obtaining a trust chain up to the SOA resource record. The actions of this operation may include actions as shown and described above in reference to the obtaining 452 of method 400. The data sufficient to validate the trust chain from the root authority to the SOA resource record may include, for example, the root DS (which may be prestored in verification program 306), the root KSK (e.g., as obtained 552), the root ZSK (e.g., as obtained 552), the dot COM DS (e.g., as obtained 552), the dot COM KSK (e.g., as obtained 554), the dot COM ZSK (e.g., as obtained 554), and the dot COM SOA and RRSIG (e.g., as obtained 554).

[0088] Oracle 502 may also obtain 554 data for validating a trust chain from the root authority to the zone file identified by the SOA resource record, which includes the text resource record that stores the blockchain address. The data for validating the trust chain from the root authority to the zone file that include the text resource record that stores the blockchain address may include the root DS (which may be prestored in verification program 306), and the verisign-grs.com DS (e.g., as obtained 554).

[0089] Next, per method 500, oracle 502 obtains 556 the _nam text resource record from the server identified from the parsed SOA resource record (e.g., from the server identified by verisign-grs.com in the example shown). To do so, oracle 502 may obtain the resource record from zone file
Further, oracle 502 obtains data for validating a trust chain from the root public key up to the _nam resource record.

The actions of this operation may include actions as shown and described above in reference to the obtaining 452 of method 400. The data obtained 554, 556 may be sufficient to validate the trust chain from the root authority to the zone file that includes the text resource record (e.g., _nam) that stores the blockchain address. Such data may include, for example, the root DS (which may be prestored in verification program 306), the verisign-gs.com DS (e.g., as obtained 554), the verisign-gs.com KSK (e.g., as obtained 556), the verisign-gs.com ZSK (e.g., as obtained 556), and the verisign-gs.com TXT and RRSIG resource records (e.g., as obtained 556).

Next, per method 500, oracle 502 may submit 558 the identification of the name server, verisign-gs.com, for the top level domain name dot COM, the specially formed SOA resource record, the _nam resource record, and the data sufficient to form trust chains to each of the identification of verisign-gs.com, the SOA resource record, and the _nam resource record, to blockchain 508. These data may be submitted 558 to verification program 306, for example. Oracle 502 may do so using any suitable protocol for communicating with blockchain 508.

Verification program 306 may proceed to check 560 whether the provided data is valid. This process may include one or multiple determinations. For example, verification program 306 may determine whether an _nam resource record is provided, and if so, whether it is properly formatted and includes a blockchain address. Verification program 306 may determine whether the _nam resource record is included in a zone file for a domain name identified by the specially formed SOA resource record. Verification program 306 may determine whether the SOA resource record was obtained from a zone file for a name server that was identified by a resource record in the root zone file. Verification program 306 may determine whether the trust chains from the root public key up to each of these data are valid. Such verification may proceed as described above in reference to checking 458.

If all determinations of check 560 are passed, then method 500 proceeds to associate or assign the top level domain (dot COM in this example) with or to the blockchain address listed in the _nam resource record of zone file 510. The association may be established by recording it in blockchain directory 310, for example. According to some embodiments, such as the continuing example, the top level domain name (dot COM, in the example) is associated with the blockchain address of blockchain directory 310. According to some embodiments, the top level domain name is associated with the blockchain address of verification program 306. According to some embodiments, in which they are merged into a single executable program on the blockchain, the top level domain name is associated with both blockchain directory 310 and verification program 306.

According to some embodiments, once the association is recorded in blockchain directory 310, registry 302 may also submit to the blockchain network for inclusion in the blockchain a message that includes the top-level domain name and the blockchain address of verification program 306, signed by the private key of the blockchain key pair of registry 302. The message may be submitted to the blockchain network for inclusion in a block to indicate that registry 302 has conveyed control of the top level domain name to blockchain directory 310 at the provided blockchain address, at least for purposes of associating domain names under the top-level domain name with blockchain addresses in the blockchain network.

After method 500 has completed, a first entity may interact with blockchain directory 310 to associate its blockchain address with a domain name that they have registered. Once associated, the first entity may use its domain name as its blockchain address for conducting a blockchain transaction, such as a cryptocurrency transaction. Further, a second entity may utilize the domain name of the first entity as the blockchain address of the first entity, e.g., to conduct a cryptocurrency transaction with the first entity.

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram for an MNAME SOA resource record based method 600 of proving control of a top level domain name according to various embodiments. Method 600 may be similar or identical to method 500 except where noted.

In particular, method 600 may utilize the MNAME field in an SOA resource record to store an identification of a name server in which an nam resource record includes the blockchain address of blockchain directory 306. As described above, an SOA resource record may include, for example, information for distributing, from a primary computer to secondary computers, network infrastructure records associating network identifiers under the top level network identifier with network addresses. The specially formed SOA resource record of method 600 repurposes the MNAME field in the SOA resource record, which is reserved for an identification of a primary computer, and instead uses it to hold an identification of a name server, the zone file for which is modified to include an nam resource record that stores the blockchain address of blockchain directory 310. The specially formed SOA resource record of method 600 may further repurpose the RNAME field to hold an email address of a controller of the top level domain, e.g., oracle 502.

Thus, the set up process for method 600 may include storing the SOA resource record with the customized MNAME field in zone file 506. The set up process for method 600 may also include storing the _nam resource record in zone file 602, which is for the name server identified in the MNAME field of the specially formed SOA resource record.

During execution of method 600, oracle 502 may parse and extract the identification of the name server that includes the nam resource record in its zone file from the MNAME field of the specially formed SOA resource record, as opposed to the RNAME field of method 500.

The remaining elements and actions of method 600 are as shown and described above in reference to method 500 of FIG. 5.

According to some embodiments of method 600, a second factor authentication is used before verification program 306 stores the association of the top level domain name with the blockchain address of blockchain directory 310. The second factor authentication may be utilized as follows. In addition to some or all of the determinations of check 560, verification program 306 may determine whether an operator of verification program 306 has provided a second factor. Thus, after oracle 502 submits 558 the information that it has obtained to blockchain 508, the operator may fetch the specially formed SOA from zone file 506 and extract the
email address of the controller of the top level domain from
the RNAME field. The operator may email the operator to
confirm that the association is as intended. If the operator
receives an affirmative reply, it may pass a second factor
authentication datum to verification program 306. The sec-
second factor identification can be any of a variety of forms,
such as, by way of non-limiting example, a datum signed by
the operator. If verification program 306 receives the sec-
second factor within a specified time period, it may proceed to
associate the top level domain with the blockchain address
of blockchain directory 306. Otherwise, if it does not receive
the second factor within the specified time period, method
600 may halt with an error message. The specified time
period may be, e.g., an hour, a day, a week, a month, or other
predetermined amount of time, according to various
embodyments.

[0102] Moreover, the above-described second factor
authentication may similarly be used in or with the other
methods and systems described herein; for example, with
the checking 458 of FIG. 4 or the checking 560 of FIG. 5.

[0103] In addition, some other embodiments may imple-
ment email confirmation as a first authentication factor, for
example, in place of the RNAME method as described with
regard to FIG. 5. In such embodiments, the affirmative reply
may be digitally signed (e.g., in a manner similar to a
DNSSEC signature on a challenge) to provide evidence that
can be stored in the blockchain 508 and independently
validated. For instance, the recipient could attach a digital
signature with a private key whose public key chains back
to an SMIMEA resource record, which is used to associate
an email address are known; for an example, see “https://
datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-ietf-acme-email-smime/”.
Regardless of whether email confirmation is a first or a
second factor, a digitally signed email is useful in that it
expands the evidence available for validation.

[0104] FIG. 7 is a flow diagram for a method 700 of
associating a top level network identifier with a blockchain
address on a blockchain according to various embodiments.
Method 700 may be implemented using system 800 of FIG.
8, for example. Method 700 may embrace method 400 of
FIG. 4, method 500 of FIG. 5, method 600 of FIG. 6, or other
methods. Method 700 may be practiced by an oracle, e.g.,
oracle 402 of FIG. 4 or oracle 502 of FIGS. 5 and 6. Thus,
method 700 may be practiced by a registry, a registrar, or a
registrant, for example. In general, method 700 may be
practiced by an authoritative record keeper or a registration
facilitator, for example.

[0105] At 702, method 700 includes obtaining, from a root
network segment file, an identification of a domain name
that identifies a zone file a signature on the identification of
the domain. In some embodiments, 702 may further or
alternatively include obtaining an identification of a server
that stores network infrastructure records associating net-
work identifiers under the top level network identifier with
network addresses and a signature on the identification of
the server. For example, the root network segment file may
be or include a root zone file, and the server may include a
name server such as a root name server. According to
various embodiments, the actions of 702 may include some
or all of the actions of the obtaining 452 of method 400, or
some or all of the obtaining 552 of methods 500 and 600.

[0106] At 704, method 700 may include obtaining, based
on a particular network infrastructure record, which may for
example stored in the zone file, an association of the top
level network identifier with the blockchain address and a
signature on the association of the top level identifier with
the blockchain address. According to various embodiments,
e.g., embodiments consistent with method 400, the partic-
ular network infrastructure record may include the associa-
tion of the top level network identifier with the blockchain
address, and the actions of 704 may include parsing the
particular network infrastructure record stored by the server
to obtain at least the association of the top level network
identifier with the blockchain address. For example, the
association may be represented by the top level network
identifier and the blockchain address appearing in particular
fields in the particular network infrastructure record.

[0107] According to various embodiments, e.g., embo-
diments consistent with methods 500 and 600, the particular
network infrastructure record may include an identification
of a second server (e.g., a name server identified in the
particular network infrastructure record) that stores network
infrastructure records associating network identifiers under
the top level network identifier with network addresses.
According to such embodiments, the actions of 704 may
include parsing a second particular network infrastructure
record stored by the second server to obtain at least the
association of the top level network identifier with the
blockchain address. For example, the association may be
represented by the top level network identifier and the
blockchain address appearing in particular fields in the
second particular network infrastructure record.

[0108] At 706, method 700 may validate, or obtain infor-
mation sufficient to validate, a trust chain that extends from
a trusted authority (e.g., a root public key provided by an
external trust anchor) to the association of the top level
network identifier with the blockchain address. The trust
chain may include at least the signature for the association
of the top level identifier with the blockchain address.
According to various embodiments, the actions of 706 may
include some or all of the actions of the obtaining 452 and
454 of method 400, or some or all of the obtaining 552, 554,
and 556 of methods 500 and 600. Thus, the information
sufficient to validate the trust chain may include one or more
signatures and/or one or more public keys, as shown and
described herein in reference to FIGS. 2-6.

[0109] At 708, method 700 may include sending at least
the association of the top level identifier with the blockchain
address and the trust chain to an executable program on the
blockchain, e.g., blockchain directory 310, verification pro-
gram 306, or a different executable program or smart
contract. As a consequence, the trust chain is validatable by
the executable program on the blockchain using the provided
information sufficient to validate it. Once received, the trust
chain may be validated 710 by the executable program, and
the association may be stored 712 on the blockchain by the
eXecutable program that is on the blockchain. According to
various embodiments, the actions of 708 may include some
or all of the actions of the checking 458 of method 400, or
some or all of the checking 560 of methods 500 and 600.

V. Example System and Hardware

[0110] FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a system 800
according to various embodiments. System 800 includes, for
example, registrar 801 (identified with its computer), reg-
istry 802, registrar 804, and server computer 818, all communicatively coupled to the internet 804. System 800 may also include blockchain 808. Server computer 818 may be, for example, a server computer of registry 802, registrar 804, or any DNS operator, according to various embodiments. Registry 802 may be merged with registrar 804 according to various embodiments. For example, FIG. 8 is intended to display the various components networked together, as well as the internal workings of a server computer consistent with the various, e.g., registry and registrar, servers disclosed herein.

[0111] Server computer 818 may include network interface 810 to communicatively couple to the internet 804. Network interface 810 may include a physical network interface, such as a network adapter. Server computer 818 may be a special-purpose computer, adapted for reliability and high-bandwidth communications. Thus, server computer 818 may be embodied in a cluster of individual hardware server computers, for example. Alternately, or in addition, server computer 818 may include redundant power supplies. Persistent memory 812 may be in a Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disk drives (RAID) configuration for added reliability, and volatile memory 814 may be or include Error-Correcting Code (ECC) memory hardware devices. Server computer 818 further includes one or more electronic processors 816, which may be multi-core processors suitable for handling large amounts of information. Electronic processors 816 are communicatively coupled to persistent memory 812, and may execute instructions stored thereon to at least partially effectuate the techniques, functions, and operations disclosed herein. Electronic processors 816 are also communicatively coupled to volatile memory 814.

VI. Variations, Modifications, and Alternate Embodiments

[0112] Many variations on the disclosed embodiments are possible. Some example variations and modifications are presented below.

[0113] Embodiments may be used for namespaces other than blockchain namespaces. For example, embodiments may be used to associate or link a top level network identifier with a network address in a network other than a blockchain.

[0114] Embodiments may associate a top-level network identifier other than a top level domain name with a blockchain address in a blockchain network. Examples of such top level network identifiers include, but are not limited to, social media handles, telephone number area codes or exchanges, email address domains, digital object architecture handles, and/or other top level network identifiers. For instance, a social media handle may be associated with a blockchain address by encoding an identifier for the social media platform as part of a domain name in lieu of a TLD as described with respect to other embodiments disclosed herein.

[0115] Additional embodiments for proving control of a top level network identifier, such as a top level domain name, are presented below.

[0116] A. Registry for Listing Associations of Top Level

[0117] Network Identifiers with Blockchain Addresses

[0118] Embodiments according to this subsection may utilize a new registry, e.g., a new DNS registry, to store and provide associations of top level network identifiers, e.g., top level domain names, with network addresses, e.g., blockchain addresses. The registry may, in general, store a new association provided to it, e.g., by a registrar. The registry may be an authoritative source for such associations. Further, the registry may provide associations and related information, such as signatures as described below, to resolvers and other entities.

[0119] A registry according to this subsection may provide a signature on an association. For example, a registry according to this subsection may utilize a private key of an asymmetric cryptographic key pair to produce a signature on one or more associations. The registry may store each association together with its signature. For example, the registry may utilize a DNS resource record, such as a text resource record, to store an association of a top level network identifier with a network address. As another example, the registry may store the corresponding signature in the same or a different DNS resource record, e.g., a RRSIG resource record.

[0120] According to some embodiments, the registry may publish and/or provide the public key of its key pair, such as an asymmetric cryptographic key pair, to an executable program, e.g., a smart contract, present on the blockchain. For example, the blockchain may provide its public key to verification program 306 and/or blockchain directory 310. Subsequently, the executable program may receive an association and signature as stored at the registry and provided to the executable program by any entity, such as the registry, verify the registry’s signature using the public key, and, if valid, store the association in the blockchain environment, e.g., in blockchain directory 310. According to some embodiments, the association may be of a top level domain name with a blockchain address for an executable program on the blockchain, e.g., verification program 306 or blockchain directory 310.

[0121] According to some embodiments, IANA may establish a registry according to this subsection.

[0122] B. Special-Use Domain Name

[0123] Embodiments according to this subsection may store associations of top level network identifiers, e.g., top level domain names, with network addresses, e.g., blockchain addresses, in the zone file for a new domain name, e.g., a special-use top level domain name. Such associations may thus be stored in a DNS zone file.

[0124] By way of non-limiting example, a predefined character string, such as “blockchain,” may be reserved as a special-use top level domain name. According to an embodiment, a second level domain name under “blockchain” may be what is normally a top level domain.

[0125] For example, com.blockchain may be a domain name that includes the special-use top level domain name “blockchain” and, as a second level domain name, “com”, which is normally a top level domain name. To record an association of dot COM with a blockchain address, the registry for dot COM may store a record, such as a DNS resource record, in the zone file for com.blockchain. More particularly, to store an association of dot COM with a blockchain address, the registry for dot com may store a resource record including a representation of the association in the zone file for com.blockchain. The name for the resource record may have a particular format, e.g., having a leading underscore character. Thus, for example, the registry for dot com may support an association dot com with a blockchain address for a blockchain named “Crypto Blockchain” by adding a DNS resource record labeled _CBC to
the zone file for com.blockchain. The resource record may include in respective fields the top level domain name dot com and the associated blockchain address in the blockchain named Crypto Blockchain, thereby representing the associated

[0126] C. Authoritative Smart Contract

[0127] Embodiments according to this subsection may store associations of top level network identifiers, e.g., top level domain names, with network addresses, e.g., blockchain addresses, using an authoritative executable program, e.g., a smart contract, stored on the blockchain. For example, an entity, such as a regulatory body for top level domains, may generate and manage such an executable program. The executable program may be configured to add and remove top level domain names in the blockchain directory, e.g., blockchain directory 310.

[0128] According to some embodiments, support for a top level domain name may be added to the executable program, even if the top level domain name is not yet present in any DNS. Nevertheless, according to some embodiments, a proof that the top level domain name exists in the root zone may be used to confirm that the top level domain name exists. The proof may be in the form of information sufficient to validate a trust chain from the root public key to a delegation signer (DS) resource record for the top level domain zone.

[0129] Certain embodiments can be performed using a computer program or set of programs. The computer programs can exist in a variety of forms both active and inactive. For example, the computer programs can exist as software program(s) comprised of program instructions in source code, object code, executable code or other formats; firmware program(s), or hardware description language (HDL) files. Any of the above can be embodied on a transitory or non-transitory computer readable medium, which include storage devices and signals, in compressed or uncompressed form. Exemplary computer readable storage devices include conventional computer system RAM (random access memory), ROM (read-only memory), EPROM (erasable, programmable ROM), EEPROM (electrically erasable, programmable ROM), and magnetic or optical disks or tapes.

[0130] Use of language such as “at least one of X, Y, and Z,” “at least one of X, Y, or Z,” “at least one or more of X, Y, and Z,” “at least one or more of X, Y, or Z,” “at least one or more of X, Y, and/or Z,” or “at least one of X, Y, and/or Z,” are intended to be inclusive of both a single item (e.g., just X, or just Y, or just Z) and multiple items (e.g., \{X and Y\}, \{X and Z\}, \{Y and Z\}, or \{X, Y, and Z\}). The phrase “at least one of” and similar phrases are not intended to convey a requirement that each possible item must be present, although each possible item may be present.

[0131] While the invention has been described with reference to the exemplary embodiments thereof, those skilled in the art will be able to make various modifications to the described embodiments without departing from the true spirit and scope. The terms and descriptions used herein are set forth by way of illustration only and are not meant as limitations. In particular, although the method has been described by examples, the steps or operations of the method can be performed in a different order than illustrated or simultaneously. Those skilled in the art will recognize that these and other variations are possible within the spirit and scope as defined in the following claims and their equivalents.

What is claimed is:

1. A method of associating a top level domain name with a blockchain address on a blockchain, the method comprising:
   - obtaining, from a Domain Name System (DNS) root zone file, a DNS resource record comprising an identification of a domain name identifying a zone file, and a DNS resource record comprising a signature on the identification of the domain name for the zone file;
   - obtaining, based on a first DNS resource record stored in the zone file, an association of the top level domain name with the blockchain address;
   - obtaining information sufficient to validate a trust chain, wherein the trust chain extends from a DNS root zone to the first DNS resource record, wherein information sufficient to validate the trust chain comprises a signature for the association; and
   - sending the association and the information sufficient to validate the trust chain to an executable program on the blockchain, wherein the trust chain is validateable by the executable program on the blockchain, and wherein the association is storable on the blockchain by the executable program on the blockchain.

2. A method of associating a top level network identifier with a blockchain address on a blockchain, the method comprising:
   - obtaining, from a root network segment file, an identification of a server that stores network infrastructure records associating network identifiers under the top level network identifier with network addresses and a signature on the identification of the server;
   - obtaining, based on a first network infrastructure record stored by the server, an association of the top level network identifier with the blockchain address;
   - obtaining information sufficient to validate a trust chain, wherein the trust chain extends from a trusted authority to the association, wherein information sufficient to validate the trust chain comprises at least a signature for the association; and
   - sending the association and the information sufficient to validate the trust chain to an executable program on the blockchain, wherein the trust chain is validateable by the executable program on the blockchain, and wherein the association is storable on the blockchain by the executable program on the blockchain.

3. The method of claim 2,
   - wherein the first network infrastructure record comprises the association, and
   - wherein the obtaining, based on the first network infrastructure record stored by the server, the association of the top level network identifier with the blockchain address comprises:
     - parsing the first network infrastructure record stored by the server to obtain the association.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising:
   - obtaining, from the root network segment file, an identification of a second server that stores network infrastructure records associating network identifiers under the top level network identifier with network addresses; and
obtaining, based on a second network infrastructure record stored by the second server, a second association of the top level network identifier with a second blockchain address; wherein a conflict between the blockchain address and the second blockchain address is resolved.

5. The method of claim 2, wherein the first network infrastructure record comprises an identification of a second server that stores network infrastructure records associating network identifiers under the top level network identifier with network addresses, wherein the obtaining, based on the first network infrastructure record stored by the server, the association of the top level network identifier with the blockchain address comprises:

parsing a second network infrastructure record stored by the second server to obtain at least the association of the top level network identifier with the blockchain address.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the second network infrastructure record comprises information for distributing, from a primary computer to a secondary computer, network infrastructure records associating network identifiers under the top level network identifier with network addresses, wherein the information comprises data stored in a field reserved for an email address.

7. The method of claim 5, wherein the second network infrastructure record comprises information for distributing, from a primary computer to a secondary computer, network infrastructure records associating network identifiers under the top level network identifier with network addresses, wherein the information comprises data stored in a field reserved for an identification of the primary computer.

8. The method of claim 2, wherein the trust chain comprises a plurality of nodes between the trusted authority and the association of the top level network identifier with the blockchain address, wherein each node of the plurality of nodes either comprises a signature from a private key of an asymmetric cryptographic key pair associated with a preceding node, or provides a signature from a private key of an asymmetric cryptographic key pair to a succeeding node.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein at least one of the plurality of nodes comprises a key signing key node, a zone signing key node, or a delegation signer node.

10. The method of claim 2, wherein sending the association and the information sufficient to validate the trust chain to the executable program on the blockchain comprises sending, by an authoritative network infrastructure record keeper, at least the association of the top level identifier with the blockchain address and the trust chain to the executable program on the blockchain.

11. A system for associating a top level domain name with a blockchain address on a blockchain, the system comprising:

a memory containing instructions; and

a processor, operably connected to the memory, that executes the instructions to perform operations comprising:

obtaining, from a Domain Name System (DNS) root zone file, a DNS resource record comprising an identification of a domain name identifying a zone file, and a DNS resource record comprising a signature on the identification of the domain name for the zone file;

obtaining, based on a first DNS resource record stored in the zone file, an association of the top level domain name with the blockchain address;

obtaining information sufficient to validate a trust chain, wherein the trust chain extends from a DNS root zone to the first DNS resource record, wherein information sufficient to validate the trust chain comprises a signature for the association; and

sending the association and the information sufficient to validate the trust chain to an executable program on the blockchain, wherein the trust chain is validatable by the executable program on the blockchain, and wherein the association is storable on the blockchain by the executable program on the blockchain.

12. A system for associating a top level network identifier with a blockchain address on a blockchain, the system comprising:

a memory containing instructions; and

a processor, operably connected to the memory, that executes the instructions to perform operations comprising:

obtaining, from a root network segment file, an identification of a server that stores network infrastructure records associating network identifiers under the top level network identifier with network addresses and a signature on the identification of the server;

obtaining, based on a first network infrastructure record stored by the server, an association of the top level network identifier with the blockchain address;

obtaining information sufficient to validate a trust chain, wherein the trust chain extends from a trusted authority to the association, wherein information sufficient to validate the trust chain comprises at least a signature for the association; and

sending the association and the information sufficient to validate the trust chain to an executable program on the blockchain, wherein the trust chain is validatable by the executable program on the blockchain, and wherein the association is storable on the blockchain by the executable program on the blockchain.

13. The system of claim 12, wherein the first network infrastructure record comprises the association, and wherein the obtaining, based on the first network infrastructure record stored by the server, the association of the top level network identifier with the blockchain address comprises:

parsing the first network infrastructure record stored by the server to obtain the association.

14. The system of claim 13, wherein the operation further comprise:

obtaining, from the root network segment file, an identification of a second server that stores network infrastructure records associating network identifiers under the top level network identifier with network addresses; and

obtaining, based on a second network infrastructure record stored by the second server, a second association of the top level network identifier with a second blockchain address;
wherein a conflict between the blockchain address and the second blockchain address is resolved.

15. The system of claim 12, wherein the first network infrastructure record comprises an identification of a second server that stores network infrastructure records associating network identifiers under the top level network identifier with network addresses, and wherein the obtaining, based on the first network infrastructure record stored by the server, the association of the top level network identifier with the blockchain address comprises:

- parsing a second network infrastructure record stored by the second server to obtain at least the association of the top level network identifier with the blockchain address.

16. The system of claim 15, wherein the second network infrastructure record comprises information for distributing, from a primary computer to a secondary computer, network infrastructure records associating network identifiers under the top level network identifier with network addresses, wherein the information comprises data stored in a field reserved for an identification of the primary computer.

18. The system of claim 12, wherein the trust chain comprises a plurality of nodes between the trusted authority and the association of the top level network identifier with the blockchain address, wherein each node of the plurality of nodes either comprises a signature from a private key of an asymmetric cryptographic key pair associated with a preceding node, or provides a signature from a private key of an asymmetric cryptographic key pair to a succeeding node.

19. The system of claim 18, wherein at least one of the plurality of nodes comprises a key signing key node, a zone signing key node, or a delegation signer node.

20. The system of claim 12, wherein sending the association and the information sufficient to validate the trust chain to the executable program on the blockchain comprises sending, by an authoritative network infrastructure record keeper, at least the association of the top level identifier with the blockchain address and the trust chain to the executable program on the blockchain.